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We at NettPositive specialize in deploying 
high ROI, cutting edge BI and Analytical 
Solutions that can power profitable 
decisions in banks like yours, across all 
product categories and functions.

Our core competency is the first hand business knowledge of 
banking and all associated technology and analytical sciences. You 
will benefit from a unique combination of deep first hand business 
knowledge, analytical smarts and core technical expertise across 
platforms. You can be sure that we deliver solutions that drive more 
profits.

In today’s challenging times it 
is critical that banks empower 
employees across all levels 
with timely, relevant and 
accurate information. However 
given the complexity of 
operations and multitude of 
systems, this is no easy task.

This is where BusinessEye™ Analytics suite can help. BusinessEye™ 
is precisely the kind of business critical platform that banks like you 
need to make profitable decisions by leveraging sales, customers, 
credit and transactional data.

BusinessEye™ is designed for banks by executives with operating 
experience in multiple functions. Banks like yours can benefit by 
unlocking data captured in operational and financial systems 
leading to:

• Robust Performance Management – 
Entire organization sees one version of 
truth at the same time 

• Stronger Controls and exception 
management – You can set alerts and a 
process to notify the concerned managers 

• Realtime credit monitoring – Managers in 
business and credit can easily monitor the 
leading indicators of credit performance.

• Increase cross-selling – Our segmentation 
engine can help identify attractive 
customer groups.

BusinessEye™ has a proven record of aiding enterprises transition 
valuable man-hours from ‘Data Management’ to ‘Decision 
Management.
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The product primarily caters to 3 functional 
levels within a banking organization and 
helps handle operations much efficiently.

• It helps the Senior Management with a 
‘dashboard view’ of the business that is easy to view, has intuitive 
navigation, is web based and provides appropriate alerts.

• The Functional Executives can have a ‘drill-down’ view based on 
business function and responsibility areas.

• It also helps the Business Analysts 
to have a ‘scratch pad’ view to 
facilitate detailed analysis.

The foundation layer of NettPositive 
BusinessEye™ is a proprietary logical 
data model (LDM), specifically 
designed for business and reporting 
for the banking industry.

So how exactly does 
BusinessEye™ enable 
pro�table decisions?
You can join a host of NettPositive 
customers around the world in 
deploying BusinessEye™ to enable 
profitable decisions in areas like:

Customer Segment Analysis
With customer segment level reporting and dashboards, you can 
see at a glance how individual customer segments are performing 
on profitability, risk grades and product performance.

Accelerating Cross-selling
Predictive analytics lets you get deeper understanding into what 
individual customers will want and when. This will help you reduce 
churn, increase cross-selling and customize your services.

Channel Performance Forecasts
Our forecasting engine helps you in projecting future performance 
of the key channels and aids you in planning any optimization 
across channels.

Product Pro�tability Assessment
You can get both snapshots and long term trends on key drivers of 
the product profitability like – balances, retention, credit losses etc.

Who uses
BusinessEye™?



You will find that BusinessEye™
defines the next generation in 
decision making technology for 
Bankers. With a pre-built 
approach, combined with best 
practice analytic capabilities, BusinessEye™ truly delivers on the 
promise of Business Intelligence. Some of the unique benefits 
BusinessEye™ provides are:

One Version of truth, with high mobility, 
BusinessEye™ works with varied data sources – from core systems to 
offline spreadsheets. Data is reconciled across finance, business and 
risk functions of the bank. The solution supports multiple 
presentation formats –desktops to PDAs.

Accelarates Analytic Maturity 
With a combination of unique characteristics like a highly attractive 
licensing model (that doesn’t penalize incremental use of the 
product), high usability and high scalability, BusinessEye™ enables 
faster adoption of analytic best practices across your bank. This in 
turn, progressively improves the banks analytic maturity, a key 
strategic differentiator in smarter businesses.

Role and Decision based Analytics
You will find that BusinessEye™’s role-based analytic applications 
meet the complete spectrum of your decision making needs. The 
solution is thoughtfully designed to provide specific analytic 
configurations for all levels of decision makers within a bank.

Faster ROI and Lower TCO
BusinessEye™’s pre-built philosophy allows BI owners to deliver the 
application in the hands of business users, in the shortest possible 
time – a critical determinant of BI success. Compared with a similar 
deployment of a traditional BI platform, BusinessEye™ can be 
implemented in a fraction of the time (90 days).

How does BusinessEye™
create value for my business?
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BusinessEye’s ease of 
implementation results 
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Self-Service BI Architecture 
Since BusinessEye™ is designed to maximize usability for business 
users and decision makers within the bank, this results in minimal 
dependency on administrators and tech-savvy power users. With 
superior data visualizations, smart utilities and a high intuitive user 
interface design, you will find BusinessEye™ extremely 
user-friendly. In other words, BusinessEye™ makes analysts of your 
business users.

Personal and Insightful 
Visualization 
Data presented in BusinessEye™ 
is personalized to a particular 
user profile. The access right to a 
particular user is admin- 
controlled. The complete 
visualization is designed from 
first hand line experience which 
ensures minimum customization 
from the bank side. The solution 
also has capability for On-the-fly 
drill down and drill-through for 

analyses.

A proven “Game Changer” in Banking Business
BusinessEye™ has a proven capability to transform the way 
banks operate, compete and innovate. Over the years 
BusinessEye™ has been widely accepted by banks and 
financial institutions for bringing about transformational 
changes. 



Designed by Bankers for Bankers
NettPositive BusinessEye™ has been designed and developed by 
retail bankers to address business issues and operational 
challenges.

High De�nition view of business drivers
Nettpositive BusinessEye™ allows for automated 
generation, transmission and distribution of various 
reports across the business and to the external 
world (mainly regulators) which are consistent, 
accurate and timely.

Ready-to go Live in 90 days
A unique feature of Nettpositive BusinessEye™ is the 
rapid deployment that is facilitated by first-hand 
business perspective. Pre built data adapters to 
crunch time and cost and pre-packaged metrics and dashboard 
templates that are fully customizable and modular. So it takes only 
90 days for BusinessEye™ to be deployed within your organization, 
thus saving significant time.

Simple, Scalable Architecture
The baseline for NettPositive BusinessEye™ implementation is 
historical data and ongoing data dumps from core systems and 
other offline sources on an as-is-where-is basis – data format 
agnostic. The entire implementation process demands relatively 
light and low-cost IT infrastructure requirements. NettPositive 
BusinessEye™ is built to grow in tandem with your business needs, 
therefore it is easily scalable as and when your business requires 
it to.

Data Reconciliation with Multiple Views
Data across finance, business and risk is reconciled to have only 
one version of truth. Data presentation is personalized to user 
profile which gives a better user experience.

Why choose
BusinessEye™?

“It was a pleasure working with Nettpositive as 
your team worked in a professional manner, 
meeting timelines and commitments and at the 
end provided us with a great product that has 
continued to add value to our Credit Risk MIS.”                                                       

GM - Group Information Management
Leading Global Bank in Africa



BusinessEye™ has a flexible, 
modular and customizable 
architecture. Following are some 
of the salient features of 
BusinessEye architecture:

• Capability to port data from any source … from off-line excel / 
txt files to core banking systems/ DW

• High degree of user customization on the Presentation Layer 
permissible

• Information privilege mirrors organization structure

• High level of administrator rights – on rules, formats and access

• Post implementation, our involvement needed only if data sets 
or rule dimensions need to be altered

• Cost of scaling up for more data sources is marginal & 
proportional

What is BusinessEye™
technology Architecture?

Presentation Layer
Customizable Dashboards

Report Autimation Engine
Generates reports basis rules set

Analytical Engine
De�nes business rules and triggers

monitoring & reporting

NettPositive Data Staging
Consolidating & reconciling data from disparate
sources and mapping onto Logical Data Model
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India Head Quarters
NettPositive Business Analytics Pvt Ltd.,
1st Floor, Unitus Technology Centre, 4/1, 
Intermediate Ring Road, Domlur
Bangalore-560095, India

 +91 80 6453 6388

Mumbai
# 431, Level - 4, A-Wing, Dynasty Business Park
Andheri-Kurla Road, Andheri (East)
Mumbai – 400059

  +91 98201 80564

UAE
NettPositive INC,
Office 1037, Academy Zone 01 Business Centre 5 
RAK Free Trade Zone U.A.E

 +97 155 222 3499

USA
NettPositive Analytics FZE
22 Rosemont Terrace 
West Orange NJ – 07052

 +1 314 417 6134

Get in touch with us

www.nettpositive.com
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